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When the assistant thought about how Jack had invested twelve billion in Herbscape Group, he found 
himself unable to continue speaking. 
 
Despite everything, twelve billion was a hefty sum. Even if Herbscape Group was a hot potato, keeping it 
around meant that they would be able to see where the twelve billion was going. 
 
If they threw the hot potato away, it would mean throwing the twelve billion into the gutters. 
 
“Do tell me how you’re planning to deal with this,” Jack urged with a frown. 
 
Jack’s voice snapped the assistant back to his senses, and he had no choice but to steel himself and 
continue. 
 
“If we keep Herbscape Group around, I’m afraid it’ll affect Damaris Group’s reputation, so…” 
 
Jack arched a brow. 
 
The assistant squeezed out, “So, the best way to deal with this is to cut ties with Herbscape Group as 
quickly as we can.” 
 
It’s even better if we do it before the news of Herbscape Group’s executives landing in jail spreads. 
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